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 Due to the development of several advanced network technologies, Cloud Computing is realized as an 
evolving computing paradigm for providing the computing resource via the Internet 
consumers are moving to the cloud computing bec
provisioning, pay per usage model or measured service, broad network access, the rapid elasticity of the 
resources, ubiquitous network access and location independent 
computing has been rendered as a service namely Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service 
(PaaS) and Software as a Service (SaaS) 
such as compute resource and storage resources. Similarly, PaaS bestows a platform for deploying various 
applications or software that is provided as SaaS. Here, there are several service providers who own and control 
the centralized computing and storage resources. The centralize
users (Dikaiakos, M.D., 2009).  
 The networks of physical computing nodes or physical machines are connected together for providing the 
vast computing and storage resources 
computing, the growing number of companies have to process the enormous number of compute
or data-intensive jobs (Pu, X., 2013)
virtualized cloud computing environment. The virtualized cloud computing provides the VM with a particular 
computing and storage by the introduction of the virtualization technique. The virtualization technology permits 
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A B S T R A C T  
The resource utilization of the data center has become a big hurdle of commercial cloud 
service providers due to the rapid expansion and variation of incoming jobs in cloud 
computing. In the cloud, the end user delivers both deadline and non
jobs. But, most of the existing scheduling algorithms have autonomously scheduled the 
deadline and non-deadline based jobs that affected the resource utilization and also 
violated the SLA policy in terms of deadline. So, the ultimate objective of the proposed 
work is to execute the deadline and non-deadline based jobs concurrently in a VM.  In 
order to minimize the SLA violations and to improve the resource utilization, this paper 
proposes a new scheduling technique called Content-based Federated Job Scheduling 
(CFJS) algorithm in the cloud computing that will deploy in the two
architecture. In CFJS algorithm, the deadline based jobs are preprocessed based on 
different job constraints. After preprocessing, the deadline and non
collect in the correlated job scheduler that are prioritized using the Shortest Deviation 
First (SDF) method. The prioritized jobs bind with the foreground VM and background 
VM in the VM that exists in the service provider. These contributions will mitigate the 
waiting time of the job, increase the resource utilization and avoid starvation. The 
results are simulated using a Cloudsim toolkit that shows the proposed CFJS algorithm 
has outperformed the other existing algorithms. 

INTRODUCTION 

Due to the development of several advanced network technologies, Cloud Computing is realized as an 
evolving computing paradigm for providing the computing resource via the Internet (Palanisamy, B.,
consumers are moving to the cloud computing because of the following benefits such as On
provisioning, pay per usage model or measured service, broad network access, the rapid elasticity of the 
resources, ubiquitous network access and location independent (Mell, P., T. Grance, 2011
computing has been rendered as a service namely Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service 
(PaaS) and Software as a Service (SaaS) (Dinesh, K., 2012). The IaaS majorly provide two different services 

and storage resources. Similarly, PaaS bestows a platform for deploying various 
applications or software that is provided as SaaS. Here, there are several service providers who own and control 
the centralized computing and storage resources. The centralized computing resources are accessed by the end

The networks of physical computing nodes or physical machines are connected together for providing the 
vast computing and storage resources (Lee, Y.,). Due to the vast computing power existing in the cloud 
computing, the growing number of companies have to process the enormous number of compute

2013). Here, the compute-intensive or data-intensive jobs are processed in the 
cloud computing environment. The virtualized cloud computing provides the VM with a particular 

computing and storage by the introduction of the virtualization technique. The virtualization technology permits 
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multiple virtual machines to run on a single physical machine that operated either in the same operating system 
or different operating system (Barbarossa, S., 2014). The end-users approach the computing nodes existing in 
the cloud due to the following benefits of the virtualization technique as isolated resource provisioning, 
hardware independence and hiding the computing complexity of the hardware. Further, the cloud computing 
provides the service with high availability and reliability in a secured manner (Li, C., 2012).  
 Nowadays, there is an increasing interest in processing the scientific computing jobs as essentially every 
field is raising the demand for computational jobs and so an ample number of jobs are moving towards the cloud 
computing. The VMs existing in the resource pool of cloud computing have the capabilities to process the jobs 
efficiently. Therefore, a good job scheduling algorithm is needed to minimize the waiting time and to improve 
the utilization of the resource. Though there exist several scheduling algorithms to run deadline based jobs and 
non-deadline based jobs autonomously, none of the existing algorithms mutually process the deadline and non-
deadline based jobs. Hence, this work proposes a new scheduling technique called Content-based Federated Job 
Scheduling (CFJS) algorithm in cloud computing to process the deadline based jobs as well as non-deadline 
based jobs together. In the proposed work, the deadline based jobs preprocessed with different job constraints. 
After preprocessing, the jobs are collected in the correlated job scheduler. The jobs in the correlated job 
scheduler are prioritized using the Shortest Deviation First (SDF) method. Subsequently, the prioritized jobs 
bind with the VM existing in the resource pool effectively. The Virtual machine monitor maintains the current 
information of the VM.  
 The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The subsequent section describes the related work. Section 3 
explains the problem definition of the proposed work. Section 4 describes the design of the proposed work with 
the system model, job model with the effective scheduling algorithm. Section 5 describes the experimental setup 
with the analysis of results. The conclusion and future work of the proposed work is described in the last 
section. 
 
Literature Review: 
 This section describes the various existing scheduling algorithms to process the jobs conventionally. At any 
arbitrary time, the multiple jobs are handed over to the cloud computing. Initially, the jobs are processed based 
on the arrival order as termed as First Come First Serve (FCFS) algorithm. But, the FCFS model cannot 
optimally utilize the resources of the service providers. This section explains the various existing scheduling 
algorithms to process the deadline based jobs and non-deadline based jobs independently (Silberschatz, A., 
2011).  
 
Deadline based job scheduling algorithm: 
  The deadline based job scheduling is a type of priority scheduling algorithm. Based on the characteristics of 
the jobs, the deadline based jobs are categorized as preemptive and non-preemptive jobs (Badgujar, S.Y., A. 
Bone, 2014). Though the non-preemptive job cannot stop its execution once it starts its execution, the 
preemptive jobs can  swap the executing job with the job at the head of the queue whenever the high priority 
jobs arrive compare than the running job. Several existing algorithms prioritized the jobs in different ways. 
Different scheduling algorithms were introduced to schedule the jobs in homogeneous and heterogeneous 
environment. Initially, the Earliest Deadline First (EDF) algorithm prioritized the jobs based on their deadline. 
The EDF algorithm supported the non-preemptive job scheduling called non-preemptive EDF algorithm (np-
EDF) (Van den Bossche, R., 2013). The jobs are arriving continuously in the cloud system. So, the high priority 
jobs arrive during the execution of the job and so the processing job is preempted to process the high priority 
job. So, the EDF algorithm has been modified to support the preemptive EDF scheduling algorithm called a 
fully preemptive EDF algorithm (fp-EDF). The context switching needs some processing speed of the resources 
during the preemption of the jobs. Therefore, the jobs were preempted based on the set of conditions called as 
controlled preemptive EDF algorithm (cp-EDF) to improve the utilization of the resources (Jinkyu, 2014).  
  In addition to the job deadline, the deadline based jobs were prioritized by considering the some other 
attributes of the job as the length of the job. Thus, the Minimum Variation First (MVF) algorithm has been 
proposed to prioritize the jobs using the different attributes such as deadline of the job, the length of the job and 
processing speed of the VM. Further, the MVF algorithm was modified as improved MVF (iMVF) algorithm by 
recognizing the arrival time of the job to avoid starvation (Dinesh Komarasamy, Vijayalakshmi Muthuswamy, 
2014). Further, the jobs were optimally scheduled using Partial Critical Path (PCP) algorithm in order to 
complete the jobs within the deadline. In PCP algorithm, the jobs were completed with the support of deadline 
distribution and planning phase (Abrishami, S., 2013). The PCP was modified as Enhanced Infrastructure Cloud 
PCP with Replication (EIPR) (Calheiros, R.N., R. Buyya, 2014).  
  Moreover, the jobs were completed by running several processor to complete within the deadline. But, job 
replication raised the budget of the running jobs (Plankensteiner, K., R. Prodan, 2012). So, the replication 
impact played a significant factor to a tradeoff between the job replication and budget (Rodriguez, M.A., R. 
Buyya, 2014). The above algorithms were not processed the jobs efficiently in a heterogeneous environment. 
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Here, the jobs were allocated to the VM by computing the minimum required processing speed of the job. After 
computing the minimum processing speed of the job, the jobs mapped with the VM which have the capabilities 
to process the job in a cost-effective manner (Huang, D., 2014). Further, the jobs processed by combining based 
on the in-stage local greedy algorithm and dynamic provisioning. Here, two greedy algorithms were introduced 
to minimize the job execution time as the global greedy Budget (GGB) and gradual Refinement (GR) (Wang, 
Y., W. Shi, 2014). 
 
Non-deadline based job scheduling algorithm: 
  Unlike the above deadline based scheduling algorithms, Like time-sharing system, the jobs were processed 
using the Round Robin (RR) algorithm (Alnowiser, A., 2014). Further, the jobs were scheduled using the 
Shortest Job First (SJF) in terms of the job length. The jobs that need multiple machines for processing, 
scheduled based on the FCFS algorithm. Moreover, the EASY backfilling algorithm was introduced by 
changing the order of job execution whenever the available VMs were inadequate to process the job at the head 
of the queue to improve the processor utilization (Liu, X., 2013). The non-deadline based jobs processed 
depending on the behavior of the underlying resources termed as a resource-aware scheduling. The blind 
scheduling algorithms were used for processing the non-deadline based jobs. Here, the non-deadline based jobs 
were forwarded to the data center which have the  idle computing power called as Blind Online Scheduling 
Algorithm (BOSA). The BOSA scheduled the jobs without knowing the arrival rate and processing rate of the 
job (Zhou, L., H. Wang, 2013).  
 
Problem Defnition: 
  A large number of jobs are submitted to the cloud system by the end user with different content as deadline 
based and non-deadline based jobs. From the state of the art, several existing scheduling algorithms scheduled 
the deadline based jobs and non-deadline based jobs independently. Here, the submitted job is considered as a 
compute-intensive job that need utmost of the processing time for executing the  job. So, the computing capacity 
of the VM partitioned into foreground and background VM in the two-tier VM architecture. In the two-tier 
architecture, the deadline based jobs cannot process in the foreground as well as in background VM because it is 
very difficult to predict expected execution time of the job. Moreover, the non-deadline based jobs processed in 
the VM based on the resource-aware scheduling algorithm. To our best knowledge, none of the existing 
scheduling algorithms federally process deadline based jobs and non-deadline based jobs. Thus, this paper 
introduces Content-based Federated Job Scheduling (CFJS) algorithm in cloud computing that will process the 
deadline based jobs and non-deadline based jobs concurrently in a two-tier VM architecture. Here, the deadline 
based jobs process in the foreground VM and non-deadline based jobs process in the background VM to 
improve the resource utilization and meet the SLA requirements. 
 
Design Of Proposed System: 
 In the proposed system, the web interface pulls together the numerous clients request in the cloud system. 
Fig 1 explains the design of the proposed system. In the proposed work, the cloud system model is considered as 
a centralized scheduling model. The jobs are scheduled act as a master and slave model. Here, the proposed 
algorithm acts master and the allocation of job with the respective VM is considered as a slave. The cloud 
system composed of several service providers { }ns pppC ,...,, 21=  where sC represents the cloud service provider 
and ip represents the service provider in cloud system. For simplicity and better understanding, the system 
model considers only single service provider to deploy the scheduling algorithm. Similarly, the job model is 
assumed in the reverse model of master and slave. Here, the various clients are considered as slaves and the 
scheduling algorithm is taken as a master that will process the jobs using the VMs in service provider. The jobs 
are considered as nonpreemptive based on the behavior of the job. Moreover, the jobs are aperiodic in nature 
which means the arrival time of the job are not known earlier in this work. 
  In the proposed work, the web interface puts forward the jobs in the cloud system { }njjjJ ,...,, 21=  
where n represents the total number of jobs in the job queue. During the job submission, the user should provide 
some additional information such as a length of the job and the arrival time of the job { }iii alsj ,=  but the 
deadline of the job is considered as optional id . The incoming jobs arrive at a constant arrival rate is assumed 
in the proposed work. Initially, the jobs are stored in the job queue that is termed as qj . After submitting the 
jobs, the jobs are handed to job classifier. The job classifier embeds with a two queue to store the deadline based 
and non-deadline based jobs independently. The job classifier categories the incoming jobs as deadline and non-
deadline based jobs using the information provided by the end-user. The job classifier is represented as cJ and 
categorized as given below. 

qj
ndi

iidi
c jin

otherwisejj

dhavejifjj
J ∀





∈
∈

=
;

;
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  where ndd jandj represents the queue having the deadline and non-deadline based jobs respectively. Here 

1n  and 2n  jobs come under deadline based jobs and non-deadline based jobs respectively (i.e. 21 nnn += ). 
After classification, the deadline based jobs are forwarded for preprocessing in order to avoid the unwanted 
delay. The jobs are preprocessed by comparing the maximum processing speed of the job with the minimum 
required processing speed of the job. The minimum required processing speed of the job is represented as sp
and computed as given below. 

( )1,1; njwherejin
ad

ls
p dj

ii

i
si ∈∀

−
=  

 

 
 
Fig. 1: Proposed System Design. 
 

  The maximum processing speed of the VM existing in the service provider is represented as smax and it is 

computed as given below. 
( ) ( )miwherevmpsis ,1maxmax ∈=   

  Where m and svmp represents the number of VM in the service provider and processing speed of the VM 

existing in the service provider of the cloud system. The VMs information are available in the VM monitor. 

After sp and smax , the jobs are preprocessed by comparing sp and smax  as given below. 

dj
ss

pj j
otherwise

pif
p ∈∀



 ≤

=
;0

max;1  

   where pp represents the preprocessed jobs. The preprocessed jobs are stored in the ddj . After 

preprocessing, the jobs are moving to the correlated job scheduler. Afterwards, the correlated job scheduler 
coalescing both deadline and non-deadline based jobs. Later on, the jobs forward to the Shortest Deviation First 
(SDF) method. The SDF approach prioritizes the jobs by computing the deviation value of processing speed. 

The deviation value is represented as vd  and computed by comparing sp and smax and computed as given 

below. 

ddjsjsjvj jinwherepd ∀−= ;max  

   After computing the deviation value, the job which is having the least value is assigned as a higher priority 

value. On the other hand, the non-deadline based are also prioritized using the ls  with the svmp .  The priority 

of the non-deadline based jobs is represented as ndp and computed as given below 

ndjj
j

sj
nd jina

ls

vmp
p ∀+= ;  

  After prioritizing, the job which is having the largest value is assigned as a high priority job. After 
prioritizing, the deadline based jobs and non-deadline based move forward to the effective bonding. The 
effective bonding will map the job with the VM for processing the jobs effectively. During the execution of the 
job, the job cannot utilize the full processing speed of the VM. Hence, the computing capacity of the VM is 
partitioned as foreground and background VM that will dynamically share the processing speed of the VM. The 
foreground VM process the deadline based jobs and the background VM process the non-deadline based jobs 
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until the jobs in φ=∨ nddd jj . The effective bonding algorithm binds the jobs with the suitable VM as given 

below 
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 where m represents the number of VM existing in the VM monitor. The deadline based jobs are mapped 
with the suitable VM because the subsequent jobs may need more processing speed. So, the jobs are bound with 
the most suitable in order to minimize the SLA (Service Level Agreement) violation. The non-deadline based 
jobs are effectively processed in the background VM. Moreover, the deadline based jobs may also process in the 

background VM whenever the mjinj dd ≤ and vice versa. The jobs are effectively bonding with the VM due 

to support of VM monitor. The VM monitor maintains the present status of the foreground VM and background 
VM. 
 
CFJS Algorithm  in cloud computing: 
(1) Begin 

(2) qj ← holds the list of incoming jobs 

(3) The j in qj categorized into ndd jj & as 
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(5)    After preprocessing, the jobs in nddd jj & prioritizes  
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(6) After prioritizing, map the job with VM 
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(7) if ( ) mjinjandjinj ndiddi ≥  then  \\predict expected processing speed is difficult 

allocate vmforegroundjinj ddi →  

allocate vmbackgroundjinj ndi →  

(8)  Elseif mjinjandmjinj ndiddi ≥<  then   \\ more number of non-deadline based job 

    allocate vmforegroundjinj ddi → and assign 

     vmbackgroundforegroundbothjinj ndi &→  

(9)  Else \\ to improve resources utilizationassign vmbackgroundforegroundjinj ddi &→
vmforegroundbothjinj ndi →  

(10) End if 
(11) End if 
(12) End 
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 The above CFJS algorithm simultaneously process the deadline base jobs and non-deadline based jobs with 
the support of two-tier VM architecture. The CFJS algorithm is proposed to minimize the SLA violation by 
completing the job within the deadline and increase utilization of the resources. 
 
Experimental results and simulation results: 
  Cloudsim is a simulation toolkit to provide the computing cloud environment for testing and demonstrating 
the jobs in different specification. The cloudsim composed of several classes to develop a testing platform. The 
cloudsim contains a VM, host and data centers. The table 1 describes the different simulation parameters to 
analysis the performance of the proposed system    
 
Table 1:.Simulation Parameters. 

Parameter Range 
Job type Compute-intensive job 

Job size (MI) 10,000-20,000 
Number of jobs 10-50 

Computing power of Data Center (MIPS) 5750 
Deadline (MS) 15-75 

 
 With the support of the above simulation parameters, the jobs are effectively processed in the VM existing 
in the data center. 
 
Waiting time of the job: 
 The proposed CFJS algorithm minimizes the waiting time of the job by utilizing the remaining idle 
computing power of the VM. The remaining computing power of the VM is utilized by run non-deadline based 
jobs in the VM. The CFJS algorithm deployed in the two-tier VM architecture by running the deadline based 
jobs and non-deadline based jobs using the  foreground and background VM respectively. Fig 2 represents the 
waiting time of the job. The deadline based jobs are processed in the foreground VM. The CFJS algorithm 
optimally utilizes the processing speed of the VM that reduces the waiting time of the job when the number of 
jobs is greater that number of VM. The CFJS algorithm outperforms the other existing algorithm like FCFS and 
cloudsim by concurrently running the jobs in the VM. 
 

 
 
Fig. 2: Waiting time of the job. 
 
Resource Utilization: 
 The proposed CFJS algorithm utilizes the computing power of the VM effectively by running the deadline 
based and non-deadline based jobs concurrently in the foreground and background VM. Fig 3 shows the 
resource utilization using CFJS algorithm. 
 

 
 
Fig. 3: Resource Utilization. 
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 The jobs are assumed as a nonpreemptive and so reduces the number of context switching that will avoid 
the wastage of computing power of the VM. The jobs effectively utilize the resources whenever the number of 
incoming jobs is greater than the available number VM in the proposed system. The CFJS algorithm 
outperforms the other existing algorithms like cloudsim and FCFS by running the jobs simultaneously in the 
foreground and background VM. 
Conclusion and Future work: 
  Several algorithms have been developed to process the jobs among the resources exists in the cloud system. 
The existing algorithm separately executes the deadline and non-deadline based jobs that affect the utilization of 
the resource and  SLA violating deadline based jobs. Thus, this paper proposed a new scheduling technique 
called Content-based Federated Job Scheduling (CFJS) algorithm that deployed in the two-tier VM to 
collectively process deadline based jobs and non-deadline based jobs. Based on the end user information, the job 
classifier classifies the deadline and non-deadline based jobs in the proposed system. The number of SLA 
violations was reduced by preprocessing and prioritizing the deadline based jobs that avoids the unwanted delay. 
Afterwards, the jobs bind with the appropriate VM that minimizes the waiting time of the job. The idle 
computing power of the VM is utilized to process the non-deadline based jobs to improve the utilization of the 
resources. The proposed CFJS algorithm outperforms the other existing algorithm by running the deadline based 
jobs along with the non-deadline based jobs in a particular VM that minimizes the waiting time of the job and 
maximizes the throughput of the system. In the future, an energy efficient scheduling algorithm can be 
developed for the cloud system. 
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